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  rip, tag, get cover art. All you do is insert the CD!
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Thank you for choosing a VortexBoxUK Appliance  

VortexBox Appliance requires only mains power and connection to an Internet router.  The VortexBox Appliance runs 
'headless'.  (No keyboard or screen)  Logitech Squeezebox users (+ Vortexbox Player/USB DACs) may wish to register 
at http://www.mysqueezebox.com/user/login and enter the details into LMS Server/Settings in the Vortexbox GUI . (Enter 
Passwords for Music streaming services such as Spotify, Deezer or Qobuz can be entered in Settings/Plugins

Your Appliance should be placed in a ventilated area away from heat or direct sun.  Where there is an option for vertical 
installation cooling may be improved.  If installing vertically use supplied stand or self-adhesive feet. Disconnect 
electrical supply before connection or disconnection of supplied power adapter  For safety ensure that the mains 
power adapter is in free air and not covered.  Check that adapter does not run hot and switch off immediately if it is 
more than comfortably warm.  

Start the Appliance by briefly pressing the Power button. It will take about two minutes to initialise. Turn Off in the same 
way – power down will take around 30 seconds.  (If the system will not power-down hold in Power button for 7-8 seconds 
to force a shut down.  Only do this if essential as there is the possibility of software corruption)

Systems supplied by VortexboxUK are energy efficient so may be left on permanently.  In periods of hot weather 
consider turning the system off.

To RIP a CD just place it in the drive.  When it is complete Cover Art will be downloaded and the CD will be ejected

During Ripping you can check progress by 
clicking on the CD/DVD Ripper Icon.  Most 
CDs take about 5 minutes to RIP

Damaged CDs may require manual ejection. 
To manually Eject a CD go to the Vortexbox 
GUI and select the Restart Autoripper. 
(CD/DVD Ripper GUI Icon)

Alternatively, re-start the system and the CD 
will Eject during the power cycle.

If the system fails to download Cover Art you 
can re-try by pressing Get CD Cover Art

Apple/Andriod APPs may be used to control VortexBox. (Squeezebox, Orange Squeeze, Squeezer, Squeezedroid, 
iPeng, etc)   UPnP network players  (NAIM, Marrantz, Pioneer, Linn etc) need APPs supplied by the player vendors.

Graphics User Interface – The Vortexbox GUI has many useful features.  It may be accessed from any browser.  Type 
'vortexbox' into the browser bar (no www or http).  Alternatively type 'myvortexbox.com' or enter the Vortexbox IP address 
(fusually 192.168.x.xx) into the address bar.  (A free App called 'fing' ican help find  the IP of all items on to your network)

Storing Music On your VortexBox -  Existing digital music files,or dowmloads may be copied to VortexBox Music/flac 
from other computer on your network.  VortexBox will show as a network file server on most PC/MACs. 

After manual changes to the music library 'Rescan' the LMS server so changes are picked-up (or just RIP another CD) 
so that the system database knows new music is there.  (LMS/Settings/Basic Settings . ('Clear library and rescan' if 
you have deleted or moved anything))(Auto-rescan is configured on some systems)

Running out of space? We will install a larger drive for additional storage and transfer your music or trade-in against a different system.

                 If you are pleased with your VortexBox appliance please leave a user review on http://www.vortexbox.co.uk

http://www.mysqueezebox.com/user/login
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  Free Lossless Audio Codec is an audio format similar to MP3, but lossless.  FLAC efficiently compresses CDs 
iwithout quality loss because it is designed specifically for audio. Files size is typically 250MB-450MB per CD.  MP3 is a 
'lossy' format used in portable players and is around 15% of the size of FLAC resulting in reduced music quality. 
Vortexbox supports most digital audio file formats. (Place in the music/flac folder)

VortexBox Player.- Connect amplified speakers or an amplifier to the on-board GREEN mini-jack socket on the rear.
USB DAC can be connected to a BLACK USB socket for improved sound quality. View 'Configure Player' in the GUI to 
check that DAC is recognised and Submit (VortexBox Forum for more information)

Use with Sonos  or UPnP/DLNA devices– This is pre-confugured – just search for the Vortexbox music library

Back-Up VortexBox - Attach an external USB drive to back-up your music, pictures, documents and video. After 
connecting click the Back-up box in the USB Icon. (Note: USB drive is formatted by the VortexBox when first enabled 
and existing data will be lost)  Next time you enable Back-up VortexBox will offer to add your new files to the back-up, 
including items added from external sources.(Incremental back-up)   If your system has a BLUE USB  port it will support 
a USB3 drive. (Do not use BLUE USB socket for USB DAC)

Restore' button will allow fast restoration of all items 
on the USB drive to the VortexBox via USB. 
(Restore option will appear on GUI if you connect a 
drive with re-storable data)

or Connect the USB drive to a computer on your 
network to copy/paste the items back to the 
VortexBox via the network 

DVD storage and playing – VortexBox will RIP video DVDs into MKV format..Each DVD takes the space of approx 20 
music CDs.  Internet enabled TVs may connect via network and older TV's via a media box such as Boxee.  Note that 
many 'Smart' TVs offer limited functionality.

Optional Software – Go to the Vortexbox Upgrade button in the GUI and select the items required
VortexBox SW Upgrade – Press the UPGRADE button in the GUI to keep Vortexbox and optional software up-to date
Advanced Use - To log into the command line console on VortexBox      User:  root    Password:  vortexbox
More  information - http://vortexbox.org/documentation , WIKI http://info.vortexbox.org     ,      http://vortexbox.org/forum 

LIMITED ONE YEAR WARRANTY - VortexboxUK systems are warranted to the original purchaser to be free from defects in materials 
or workmanship, SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS, for one (1) year from the date of purchase. This warranty does not 
cover the loss of data, music or cover art stored on its hard drive in the event of hard drive failure. For that reason VortexboxUK 
recommends that backups of the system’s hard drive are performed on a regular basis. 

THIS WARRANTY IS SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS: 
This warranty is void and inapplicable if the computer audio player and/or its operating system and/or any driver software have: 

a) Not been used in accordance with the instructions contained in the User Guide. 
b) Been subject to misuse or abuse. 
c) Been modified, repaired, or tampered with by anyone not specifically authorized to do so by VortexboxUK. 
d) Been subject to inputs/outputs in excess of the maximum rating. 
e) Suffered physical damage to the structure or components due to accident, neglect, or transportation. 

If a VortexboxUK system fails to meet the above and the other conditions have been met, then the customer’s sole remedy shall be to 
return the product to VortexboxUK where defects will be repaired without charge for parts or labour. 

This warranty applies only to products returned to VortexboxUK.  (Returning the product to VortexboxUK from countries other than the 
UK may involve additional expense. The customer is responsible for all fees and duties and for providing instructions and all of the 
necessary paperwork required to return the product to them after it is serviced.)

The VortexboxUK system must be packed in the original packing and returned to VortexboxUK via insured freight by the customer at his 
or her own expense. A returned product must be accompanied by a Return Authorization Form, (available from VortexboxUK upon 
request) which includes a written description of the defect and return shipping information. 

ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES RELATING TO THE ABOVE PRODUCT SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE DURATION OF THE ABOVE 
WARRANTY. THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT EXTEND TO ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL COSTS OR DAMAGES TO 
PURCHASER. 

VortexboxUK reserves the right to modify the design of any product without any obligation to previous purchasers and/or to change the 
prices or specifications without notice or obligation.   

VortexBox is intended to allow easy access of the users own media. Storage of music on digital systems is illegal in some countries.  Do 
not use the system for illegal file sharing or copying of music or video.  

                 If you are pleased with your VortexBox appliance please leave a user review on http://www.vortexbox.co.uk
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